Fig. SA2. The electrical conductivity, the Seebeck coefficient and the power factor of poly[K x (Ni-ett)] (P1), measured on compressed pellets at 300-380 K. (The arrows show the direction of the measurement sequence).

Density
and Figure SB1 . The polymer backbones are essentially planar independently on the solvent environment and the chain length. The calculated average bond length ℓ Ni-S is in the range of 2.153-2.229Å, which agrees well with the results of simulations of nickel-bis-1,2-dithiolate dianions [2] and the crystallographic data [3] . The calculated lengths ℓ Ni-S are slightly larger as compared to other experimental values of 2.13 -2.17Å [4, 5] . However, as discussed previously [4, 6] this slight overestimation of the Ni-S bonds is typical for the DFT calculations. At the same time, the lengths of the bonds (ℓ S-C lengths close to double bonds and ℓ C-C lengths are in-between the ordinary and double bonds) and the valent angles (θ) in the ligands are reproduced accurately by the calculations. [3, [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] Once the polymer units are immersed in highly polar NMF, the redistribution of the electronic density leads to the changes in the geometry and the dipole moments of dianions. The NBO analysis (NBO stands for "natural bond orbital" analysis) [1] (Figure SB1 ) reveals the most negatively charged regions of the polymer units, which are located at one end of the chain, and atop of the CCNi centroid at another chain end. These regions have been selected as an initial guess for the K + positions with interatomic distances exceeding 3.12Å. [11] Two counterions were added to poly[Ni-tto] and threefour to poly[K x (Ni-ett)], depending on the chain length. The geometry optimizations of the complexes for poly [Ni-tto] show similar ℓ 1 (K + ···S), ℓ 2 (K + ···Ni), and ℓ 3 (K + ···C) distances regardless the chain length. In Figure SB3 , these distances are depicted for poly[Ni-tto] consisting of two units. This model of poly[Ni-tto] is further used in simulations. For poly[K x (Ni-ett)] chains with four units, the initial guess about the coordination positions of additional K + cations is less obvious. For example, the coordination was shown to happen on both sides of the Ni-dithiolate complexes, with K + cations being in the same plane of the square-planar complex, [12, 13] above and below the plane, [11] or for instance, larger cations can build interlayers within [Ni(dmit) 2 ] sheets. [14] Since the study of a complete potential energy surface for K + cations around poly[K x (Ni-ett)] chains is impossible, the following assumptions were made: The K + cations were placed above and above and below the polymer backbone or were placed in the same plane of Ni complex (see Experimental in the main text). In first two cases, the backbones are found to be non-planar, and their energies are higher by ca. 10 kcal/mol as compared to the energy of the latter one. The K + ···S distances in the complexes which K + placed in the same plane of Ni complex are the same as ℓ 1 (K + ···S) from Figure SB3 . This model of poly[K x (Ni-ett)] is further used in simulations. The predicted planarity of the polymer units contributes to insolubility of the polymers and to the formation of aggregates, as mentioned above. Besides, the close contacts of the charged planar polymer fragments and the counterions can cause the coupling of the units giving, for instance, various layered structures and nanosheets [15] or 3D ordered packings. [14] Seite 13 3 2-and neutral complex of the same length in NMF.
The electronic transition involves the electron transfer from one dithiolene ligand to the other one. Indeed, the TD-DFT calculations ( Figure SB9a ) of Ni(dmid) 2 2-complex confirm the band at this spectral region corresponds to the electron transfer from one ligand to another one. It is depicted as well in Table SB2 for poly[Ni-tto] dianions of different lengths.
In accordance to experimental data, the intense low-energy transitions vanish for the neutral poly[Ni-tto] chain as seen in calculated electronic spectrum ( Figure SB9b) . These results are in agreement with earlier studies of neutral and charged Ni complexes by Schrauzer and Mayweg [16] and in other investigations. [17] 
Figure SC1. XPS high-resolution Ni 2p spectra and their deconvolutions for poly[K x (Ni-ett)] (a) and poly[Ni-tto] (b) samples.
Due to the spin-orbit-interaction all Ni 2p spectra are composed of the Ni 2p 3/2 and Ni 2p 1/2 peaks ( Figure SC1 ). In order to discuss the binding states of nickel, the Ni 2p 3/2 spectra were deconvoluted into two component peaks. Component peaks U at 854.0 eV represented the nickel atoms in poly [K x (Ni-ett) ] and poly [Ni-tto] . The binding energy values found were slightly higher as given in literature for NiS and NiS 2 . The origin of component peaks V (855.87 eV) was not very clear. The chemical shift observed and the increased width (compared to component peaks U) of these component peaks indicated the presence of differently oxidized nickel species on the surface of the samples. These findings corresponded to the partly oxidation of sulphur observed in the S 2p spectra. Thus, binding energy values of 855.2-856.8 eV were expected for nickel in NiSO 4 . In addition, the Ni 2p spectra showed two socalled 6-eV satellites. In its initial state the electron configuration of the Ni is K 2 L 8 3s 2 3p 6 3d 9 4s 1 . If one electron is removed during the photoionization, the Ni atom can exist in the two final states [K 2 L 8 3s 2 3p 6 ] -1 3d 10 4s (corresponds to the ground state) and [K 2 L 8 3s 2 3p 6 ] -1 3d 9 4s 2 (two-hole configuration as excited state) having an energy difference of roughly 6 eV. The first electron configuration gave the component peaks (U and V) and the second one the two 6-eV satellites. Actually, for the 6-eV satellites shifts of about 7 eV were found.
As mentioned above, component peaks P (BE[S 2p 3/2 ] = 163.12 eV) could result from disulfides ( -P S-P S -). It should be noted that the formation of disulfides did not require the presence of an oxidizing agent. After the homolytic cleavage of C=S bonds (Scheme SC1) disulfide bridges can be formed between the two polymer chains and, obviously, the presence of such intermolecular bonds is one of the factors causing the insolubility of the formed polymer. The increased carbon content is explained by the fact that the surface layer of the sample contains a significant amount of adsorbed impurities (hydrocarbons). Table SD1 . Elemental composition of P1 Methanol , P2 and P2-ox polymers (weight %). The presence of hydrogen may be attributed to water molecules, which are strongly coordinated with polymer and cannot be completely removed. For P1 Methanol and P2-ox the summing of element weights are much lower 100%. The remainder we assume as oxygen.
Seite 27 E) Scheme of tentative polymerization mechanism 
